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ABSTRACT

A system of FORTRAN programs for the

analysis of time-of-flight <T0F) neutron

powder diffraction data via the Rietveld

method at IPNS has been modified recently,

making it possible to analyze data that

exhibit diffraction maxima broadened due to

anisotropic strain and that can be modeled

by individual atomic anharmonic thermal

vibrations. The observation of noncrystal-

line scattering in data from some powder

samples has led to the development of soft-

ware to fit such scattering by a function

related to a radial distribution function

through Fourier-filtering techniques. The

"user friendliness" of the IPNS Rietveld

package has been enhanced by the develop-

ment of "RIETVELD", a menu-based VAX/VMS

command language routine for interactive

file manipulation and program execution.

INTRODUCTION

IPNS has been operating at the Argonne

National Laboratory as a user facility for

condensed matter research since 1981. Two

powder diffractometers have been collecting

high-resolution TOF neutron data at IPNS

continuously since that time. Also since

1981, a system of FORTRAN codes for display

and analysis of data from these instruments
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by the TOF Rietveld method has been in

place on the VAX-11 computers at IPNS-

Details of the software in this package are

given elsewhere.

Recently, the IPNS Rietveld analysis

package has been augmented, making it now

possible to analyze data that exhibit

diffraction maxima that are broadened due

to anisotropic sample strain, that can be

modeled by anharmonic thermal vibration for

individual atoms in crystal structures, and

from samples showing noncrystalline

scattering, analyzed via Fourier-filtering

techniques. Also, the introduction of a

VAX/VMS command language routine for file

manipulation and program execution

("RIETVELD") has helped to enhance the

"user friendliness" of the package. These

software developments are discussed below.

ANISOTROPIC STRAIN BROADENING OF

DIFFRACTION PEAKS

The width of a diffraction peak occuring

at d.. , - the d-spacing of the reflection

hkl - from TOF pulsed neutron source powder
2

data can be described by a :

2 ,2 A
a = 0o + V d hki + V d hkl

where o_ can be related to the neutron

source pulse width, a. to a combination of
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instrumental resolution and broadening from

sample strain and a, to broadening from
5sample particle size effects. Strains in

powder crystallites can occur preferential-

ly along a particular reciprocal lattice

direction (i.e., anisotropically), and a

diffraction peak from a d. . , with hkl

parallel to that direction will be broader

than one from a d, , , with hkl perpendicular

to it. An expression has been derived for
2
c in the instance of anisotropic strain

broadening:

a2 = aQ + oj-

where $., , is the angle between the direc-

tion of hkl and the specified direction of

maximum broadening, and a. is the

anisotropic strain broadening term.

ANHARMONIC THERMAL VIBRATIONS

The contribution to the structure factor

amplitude of the reflection hkl - F. , where

h = h..h_h, = hkl - from a point atom

vibrating harmonically - i.e., with a

Gaussian probability density function

(pdf) - in a crystal lattice is given by:

exp(-T) (3)

Assuming isotropic vibration, T becomes:

wh«re B, is an isotropic temperature

factor and d. is d,,,. If it is assumedn nkl
that the atom can vibrate anisotropically

with coefficients 0.. , then T becomes:
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T = B,

3 3
with B = Z Z h,-h. -(3.. (5)

j k j J*

When point atoms are allowed to vibrate

anharmonically, the pdf becomes non-

Gaussian and will contain higher order
o

terms than quadratic. The addition of a

third-order term to T with coefficients

Y.., allows the pdf to be skewed from a

normal Gaussian distribution:

T = B + C,

3 3 3
with C = Z Z Z i-h.-h.'h,'Y.1,! (6)

j k 1 J K i JKi

The inclusion of a fourth-order term with

coefficients 6.. , allows the pdf to
j iCJ.nl

sharpen or broaden relative to the normal

Gaussian width and yields T:

T = B + C - D,

3 3 3 3
with D = Z Z Z Z h-'n|c*

ni'nin'
&-]Qm <7>

j k 1 m

The anharmonic thermal vibration

formalism will be most useful in exploring

deviations of simple structures at elevated

temperatures from their room temperature

models and structural "dynamic" disorder

(e.g., conducting ions in superionic

conductors).

REMOVAL OF NONCRTSTALLINE SCATTERING VIA

FOURIER-FILTERING

Rietveld analysis of neutron powder data

from IPNS has sometimes revealed broad

oscillating contributions to the data from
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scattering sources other than the

crystalline materials being studied. The

presence of noncrystalline scattering

components hampers the analysis, and

removal and/or identification of these

components is imperative for successful

refinement of crystal structures.

A Fourier-filtering technique has been
9

developed, which allows for the removal of
noncrystalline scattering contributions

from the measured TOF data and yields

information about the noncrystalline

material. The objective of the procedure is

to obtain a Fourier-filtered fit to the

residual scattering - Y.(nonx) - which is

independent of the crystalline refinement.

This requires normalizing the Rietveld

difference function to the incident neutron

flux; the resulting function in Q-space -

I - is related to (S(Q)-l), the distinct

scattering part of the amorphous structure

factor commonly used in the analysis of

glass diffraction data. The real-space

correlation function - D(r) - is calculated

as the one-dimensional Fourier transform of

V
„ max

D(r) = ± -QI Q-MQ-IQ-sin(Q-r)-AQ (8)
min

where Mn is a modification function which

serves to ensure proper behavior at high Q

values by converging to zero at Q . D(r)

contains maxima at interatomic spacings

characteristic of the short-range interac-

tions giving rise to the noncrystalline

scattering. From the inverse Fourier

transformation of D(r), a smooth function
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YQ(nonx) - Y.(nonx) in Q-space - is

calculated:

YQ(nonx) = YQ(flux)-

r
r"aXD(r).£i^_l).Ar (9)
min

where YQ(flux) is the incident neutron

spectrum in Q-space. Filtering is

accomplished by setting r at a value

indicative of the range of significant

correlations in the noncrystalline

component. Values for Y.(nonx), obtained by

appropriate conversion of Y (nonx), are

then subtracted from the observed data; the

resulting corrected data can then be fit

using the standard TOF Rietveld technique.

Some areas in which the Fourier-

filteringZY.(nonx) subtraction procedure

could be applied most profitably with the

TOF Rietveld technique would be in the

treatment of data containing amorphous

components, the removal of noncrystalline

scattering in data from samples encapsul-

ated in amorphous material containers

(e.g., silica sample containers), and in

accounting for slowly-varying undulations

in data that current TOF Rietveld

background functions are incapable of

fitting (e.g., thermal-diffuse scattering,

short-range order scattering, etc.).

"RIETVELD", AN INTERACTIVE COMMAND ROUTINE

"RIETVELD" is a menu-driven VAX/VMS

command routine developed to assist users

of the IPNS Rietveld software package with

initialization and manipulation of program

input files and execution of interactive
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and batch routines. Additionally,

"RIETVELD" allows users to execute VAX/VHS

commands without leaving the command

procedure and to perform a variety of

utilities for monitoring batch job execu-

tion and routing batch job output to the

terminal screen or a particular line

printer or graphics device. On-line "HELP"

describing the operations in the routine is

also available. "RIETVELD" has been

implemented on the IPNS VAX-11 computers.

CONCLUSION

Most of the programs in the IPNS

Rietveld software package have been

distributed liberally, as has documentation

of the package. The "RIETVELD" command

routine can also be distributed, but it is

useful really only in a VAX/VMS environ-

ment. Source versions of the codes in the

IPNS Rietveld package, documentation and/or

RIETVELD command routine can be obtained by

contacting either of the authors.
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